Unearth New Surgical Solutions in the Trenches This Spring

Don’t let a complex forefoot injury or deformity case catch you off guard. Join us “In the Trenches” this spring where we will explore practical, Monday-morning solutions for your toughest surgical challenges.

This new seminar in the On the Road regional program series begins on Friday evening with the presentation, “Controversies and Complications,” followed by an open discussion during which you can share your work cases. Expert faculty will lecture on Saturday then guide you through two sawbones labs on osteotomies and the Big 6 Techniques.

You’ll leave the seminar with a renewed ability to:

- identify indications and contraindications for forefoot deformities;
- address complications from forefoot injuries;
- formulate treatment plans; and
- manage cases involving staging principles, positioning and fluoroscopy methods.

Register now at acfas.org/education.